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he overspending client is one
of the greatest challenges for
financial planners. Poor budgeting, impulsive or addictive spending
(regardless of affluence level), and the
debt these habits can cause often result
in a request for financial planning help.
Even when a windfall is the catalyst for
a client seeking advice, overspending
must be dealt with if clients are to
achieve their financial aspirations.
Episodes of severe overspending
are very similar to patterns of many
addictions.' Emotional or behavioral
Stressors can trigger a spending cycle
(see Figure 1), leading to escalation of
spending until the urge is eventually
satisfied or the money runs out. Shame
often kicks in when the out-of-control
behavior has passed. Defensiveness and/
or remorse then arise as one deals with
the damage done to bank accounts.
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Severe overspending habits can be
highly resistant to change because
they share many characteristics of
addictions.
Prochaska's Stages-of-Change Model
has been used effectively in treating
addictions and has been helpful in
debt counseiing. This article explains
the Stages-of-Change Model using
language easily accessible to
financial advisers and their clients.

credit card balances, and relationships, followed by repeated promises
and short-term attempts to change.
Addictive overspending eventually
returns when the underlying emotional
conditions reassert themselves. It is
this pattern of emotional spending,
combined with the presence of negative
financial consequences, that defines the
severe overspender.
Even seasoned advisers can feel powerless in the face of entrenched overspending. This helplessness is not due just to
the addictive nature of the behavior but
is also a result of advisers having little
training in how to help clients change
a difficult set of habits. Without a solid
understanding of client psychology, you
might believe the following inaccurate
assumptions about behavior change:
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Five stages of change are described
in this paper: denial, ambivalence,
preparation, action, and maintenance—along with the ciient's
potentiai slide into relapse.
The articie provides guidance for
assessing the overspending ciient's
readiness to change and describes
techniques for moving clients
toward lasting success in controlling
overspending habits.

• If the facts indicate someone needs
to change, then the person should
be ready and willing to change
• All clients who understand they
have a problem are prepared to
make a change for the better
• Being unable or unwilling to
change represents resistance to you
and the facts
• Once a change has been made it
should be easily sustained
Most advisers take the rational, commonsense approach of showing financial
projections designed to heighten clients'
awareness and lead to fiscal restraint.
Though a factual approach can be
persuasive, the key factor is not rationality but receptivity. When clients are
simply not ready to hear about what will
happen if they keep on overspending.
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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your best warnings will fall on deaf ears.
Another common approach is to use
persuasion techniques grounded in
sales and marketing. You might view the
overspending client who is hesitant or
in denial as a challenge to be conquered
rather than as a person to be understood
and helped. When reason and persuasion don't succeed, the temptation is to
blame the client for the failure of the
financial plan. Lack of progress and the
corrosive effects on the client-adviser
relationship can lead you to either
fire your client outright or allow the
relationship to deteriorate to the point
where he or she doesn't return.
Several authors have described
psychological issues that may underlie
excessive spending.^ Though accurate,
these approaches often lack practical,
actionable recommendations beyond
simply helping the client get past his or
her emotional money issues. Change
can be a process occurring in specific,
predictable steps facilitated by the
knowledgeable professional. Knowing
how to accurately identify and assist the
process of change enables you to tailor
interventions to your client's situation.
This knowledge is critical to your success with overspending clients.

The Stages-of-Change Model
A groundbreaking model of how people
change was first published by James
Prochaska, Carlo DiClemente, and their
colleagues in the late 1970s.^ Termed a
"transtheoretical" model because of its
agnostic stance on psychological theories
of personality or treatment, the Stagesof-Change Model has been employed
extensively for smoking cessation, weight
loss, exercise, stress management, and
substance abuse.""
In Prochaska and DiClemente's
model, the road to behavioral control
essentially tracks the progression in the
client's readiness to change. It starts
with denial (the person is unaware of the
need for change) then moves through
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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ambivalence (the person explores reasons
for and against change) to preparation
(the person prepares for and commits
to change) and ultimately to action (the
person actively engages in establishing
new behaviors in place of the old). Upon
successfully completing the first four
stages, the person moves to maintenance
in which he or she works to sustain the
changes. The model also addresses the
major challenge in sustaining change—
the phenomenon of relapse. During
relapse, the person may slip from current
change efforts and return to an earlier
stage. The universality of these stages in
behavioral change is remarkable.
Experts in consumer credit counseling have used the Stages-of-Change
Model with good success.^ The model
addresses the ingredients for change
at the client level and the adviserrelationship factors that influence
change behaviors. The financial
planning profession, however, remains
largely unaware of the model despite
its excellent utility. Even when
advisers are aware of the model, the
techniques for applying it have not
been well documented.

Accurately Assessing a Client's Stage of
Change
Table 1 describes the stages of readiness
and how they appear with the overspending client. Prochaska's term for
each stage is presented in italics. We
suggest using simpler terms for both
clients and advisers to understand.
The stages of change in overspending
may be conceptualized and measured
along a type of Readiness Ruler* (see
Figure 2). In order to motivate clients
to change overspending, you have to be
able to identify where the client is in
the change progression and intervene
with techniques effective for that stage.
Miller and RollnicF describe "motivational interviewing," a method for
eliciting a person's intrinsic motivation
to change. While their work focused
on helping clients deal with addictions,
its application for financial advisers is
useful for understanding and helping
the overspending client.
You can evaluate the client's changereadiness through the use of guiding
questions, careful listening, and close
attention to the client's behavior.
When it comes to behavioral change.
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Stages of Change for Overspending

Denial
s^
\ "Ignorance is bliss

Ambivalence
"Well,maybe ..."
Contemplation

Preparation
"I'm ready—what do I need to do?"
Preparation

Perspnjhas npt,>ftconsidei^{l^g^sätiilityc^:''J ' ^
changeidue tb;la!Ck;Of awaretíesf oitheprotilerniör
failure to see a riçed for change; J '• • I
Person vacillates between reasons to change and
reasons to stay the same.

Person recognizes he or she must do something but
' may not know what to do. Needs specific plans to
implement the change and a supportive coach to
provide guidance.

Action
"I'm doing it."
Action

Person learns what to do differently and acts to bring
about the change. Needs a knowledgeable coach to
fine-tune efforts, provide praise for success, and lend
support during setbacks.

Maintenance
"I'm sticking with it"

Person works on efforts to sustain,thecharige by
cementing new bfhaviors.;Needs to ijiaintain
pptimisrn in the face of struggle and le^arrpfrpin relapse épisodes.. If successful, the nçw' pattern is
now the status quo.
í ' t ; ; :; • '

Maintenance

Relapse
"I screwed up."
Relapse

•,

destrucfiy^ihiiplicàtioçis çjfidepleting priricipal,
high credit card debt, iiiadëquate^savlngs, and
failure toíollow-afinañcjalíplaní»
'
Client may see some benefits of curbing
spending, but is unconvinced of the need for
change or not ready to implement it yet. Client
may not be ready to let go of the apparent
benefits of spending.
This window of opportunity is genuine. Client
is open, motivated, and interested in ideas and
tools for new behaviors. Client needs concrete
help developing change strategies and a
roadmap toward fiscal prudence.
Client works on spending issues despite the
difficulty. Client is receptive to input from the
adviser and will benefit from coaching despite
obstacles. As self-esteem and self-control
improve, the change becomes real.
Client wofcks to stay vyitírtii§|íríaiicial plan and
ainfain Sj5enciir^
structure
niainfain
j : ^ |imit|;ëii|irièiiéeds
| | |
^ tcrsuiwirith^Slîângé ëffëiiifiiarîl avoid getting
déraileel*baÉlíii^t9 relápíiefepat'is needed from
a patient fiña[fíGiálayvi^ii|í|ibi¿felearning from
reiaps;e(s)Jaríti:crpáting):!S|a|p¡nsks, and staying

A normal and sometimes necessary part of the
change process. Relapses may occur in small or
large ways as new behaviors struggle with old
behaviors or with unexpected stresses.

the client's actions truly speak louder
than words. Some useful questions to
evaluate readiness include:
On a scale of 1-10, where 1 is "not at
all" and 10 is "extremely":
• How important is it for you to
change your spending patterns?
Where would you say that you are?
• How confident are you that, if you
decided to change your spending
habits, you could do it?
Clients will base their responses on
their readiness to change. Deniers will
likely answer with low numbers (1-3);
62

ëneht%oliftot recbgn¡¿||hfeJlong^term self- ^

clients who are ambivalent may respond
mid-range (4-6); and clients who are
prepared to act will respond with high
numbers (7-10).
Ask clients to respond to the following questions:
1. Do you think that you might
change your spending in the next
six months?
2. Do you intend to do something
about your spending in the very
near future (next month)?
3. Are you ready to take action now to
deal with your spending?
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Old habits reassert themselves and client
,
sometimes reverts to budget-busting behaviors, i
Emotional patterns also return, with
;
embarrassment, helplessness, anda sense of
'
failure. Financial adviser needs to help get client •.
back on track and provide encouragement when
client feels depleted and discouraged.

4. Have you made progress on your
spending and then slipped?
5. Have you resolved your spending
problems more than six months ago?
Deniers will answer no to most or
all of the inquiries. People who are
ambivalent may answer yes to question 1
or 2, although they may be only partially
convinced of the need to change. Preparation and action clients will answer
yes to questions 2 and 3, and they may
endorse question 4 if they've previously
attempted some change on their own. A
person in relapse will respond positively
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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to question 4. A person in the maintenance stage will probably answer yes to
question 5.

Figure 2:
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The Readiness Ruler Showing the Stages of Chang«
Overspending

Approaching Clients in the Denial Stage
Overspending clients in the denial stage
are either unaware of their problem
with spending or unwilling to change
it. They don't acknowledge any need to
change and can be quite defensive about
it. A client who is deeply entrenched
in denial will be impervious to logic or
persuasion by advisers tempted to cajole
them into "facing reality." Arguing,
criticizing, shaming, or blaming clients
in denial will usually just worsen their
resistance.

Denial

>Amblvalence^ Preparation ^

$ ^ t

> Maintenance

< < < Relapse

jeopardy. At the same time, I don't
want to ruin our relationship trying
to convince you. How do you think I
can be helpful to you?" The client's
Any attempt to work with deniers
response to this conversation will give
requires building rapport, exploring
you good information about whether
discrepancies between the client's
the advisory engagement is even viable.
personal aspirations and their spendDeniers are often brought to a
ing behavior, and educating clients
financial adviser by someone in
while remaining neutral and helpful.
their life who is not in denial but
The main priority is to develop a solid
is suffering from the overspending
working relationship. These clients
loved one and actively wants that
need to feel understood, not judged, if
person to change. The partner may be
they are to lessen their defensiveness.
much more motivated for the change
By encouraging clients to describe
than the client is. Working with the
what is currently happening financially couple may be more helpful than
and how they would ideally want it to
with the overspending individual
be, you can stimulate discussion about
alone. Nonetheless, you need to build
the need for change. Many deniers are
rapport with both partners as much
not ready to listen to the implications
as possible, maintaining a neutral and
of their overspending until they hear
helpful posture to avoid the risk of
about it from someone who has a
undermining trust with the denier by
nonjudgmental manner. Only then can obviously siding with the partner.
you educate them, provide benchmark
Ultimately, you need to evaluate
information, and demonstrate the
whether to commit time and energy
long-term financial impact of their
to working with a person entrenched
current path. This stance is the only
in denial or to devote your resources
one to take with clients in denial if
with clients more responsive to
you want to lay the groundwork for
change. If you accurately assess
possible change later on.
the potential client as not ready to
A strategy with clients in denial is
change, it's best to refuse the advisory
to inquire, "It seems your spending is
engagement. Repeated, ineffective
something that you really don't want to efforts to change a denier can be a
change at this point. Is that the case?"
drain not only on time and resources
With confirmation, you can comment,
but also to your emotional level,
"It feels irresponsible for me not to
leading to burnout. (See "Evidence of
point out your potential financial
a Mismatch" sidebar.)
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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Working with the Amhivalent Client
Ambivalence may be the most challenging yet potentially the most rewarding
stage for you to address. Ambivalent
clients consider the possibility of change
but are not ready to make a commitment to it. Compared to deniers who
talk convincingly about the status quo
with minimization of its downside,
the ambivalent client will speak about
both the pleasures and the perils of
overspending.
Charts, graphs, and spreadsheets
showing financial projections may be
highly useful for clients in ambivalence
because there is increasing receptivity to
learning about the consequences of their
behavior. However, the biggest danger
in working with ambivalent clients is to
assume they are wholly determined to
solve their spending problem. Ambivalent clients may be barely out of denial,
or they may be still a long way from
jumping off the fence into preparation.
The adviser who starts trying to move
the client away from overspending
habits too quickly will find this pressure
backfires. The client will give many
"Yes, but ..." responses, coupled with
reasons why these plans can't work. At
that point, you need to recalibrate and
recognize that the client may need more
support to move through ambivalence to
preparation for action.
Your goal should be helping the
client explore and resolve ambivalence
rather than stay stuck in it. How you
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Evidence of a Mismatch Between Your
Expectations and the Client's Readiness
For You
• You feel chronically frustrated with your client's slowness to change
• You keep revisiting the same issues or tasks with your client, meeting
after meeting
• You find yourself trying to persuade the client more than helping or
collaborating with the client
• You take the client's "stubbornness" as a challenge to overcome, yet your
efforts don't lead to sustained change
• You find yourself not wanting to work with the client any more
• You vent to colleagues about your frustrations with the client
• You sometimes lose sleep over your client's lack of progress with the plan
• You don't look forward to meetings with the client For Your Client
• The client says. "Yes, but..." to many of your points
• The client seems to be avoiding you
• The client expresses hesitation or skepticism despite your persuasion
• The client spends more time defending his position than asking for
change

interact with the client can substantially
influence the direction in which he or
she resolves this ambivalence.^ If you
are overly persuasive or confrontational,
the resistance will go up. If you are
supportive and open, the resistance will
ffo down. The client will talk more about
the need for change.
Ambivalent clients need to have
someone acknowledge both sides of the
argument in their head and their heart.
You can build rapport by comments
such as: "It seems part of you recognizes
spending is an issue and part of you
isn't ready to deal with it yet—is that
what you are feeling?" If this statement
rings true with the client, ask about the
benefits of spending the way they do.
It's counter-intuitive, but starting with
an examination of the benefits of "no
change" will often lead to the client's
exploration of the problems of the status
quo and the advantages of change. Also,
questions such as, "What concerns
you most about your current or future
financial situation?" can draw out the
"change" side of the client's ambiva64

lence. You can then gently reflect back
upon the pros and cons in a neutral way.
This review allows the client to hear his
or her own reasoning in all its complexity, potentially increasing motivation to
resolve things.
Keep in mind that ambivalent clients
often cannot envision what would have
to be done to conquer the overspending.
They may over- or under-estimate the
difficulty of changing. Encouraging
a discussion of potential action steps
for the client without persuasion may

allow the ambivalent client to develop
optimism that change is possible. What
ambivalent clients need is both support
and information offered in a low-key
manner.

When the Client Is in the Preparation Stage
Preparation is the stage when clients
make a preliminary decision to change
their overspending habits. At this
point, clients may start to do more
reading about better financial habits on
their own, they will take your financial
projections to heart, they notice the
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downsides of overspending by others, and they experience their own
disasters more clearly and painfully.
They are coming off the fence onto
the side of change. A client will signal
this shift through decreased resistance
to change, increased talk about the
disadvantages of the status quo, more
frequent statements about their intent
to change, more active requests for
how to manage their money responsibly, and more careful follow up on
any homework requests. The client is
prepared to start making the change.
Recognizing this window of opportunity to facilitate new behaviors is
crucial. The key at this point is to be
neither too pushy nor too vague in
developing a plan. Enhance the client's
commitment to change and to think
through action steps by first soliciting
suggestions from the client about how
he or she might change the overspending. Offer questions such as:
• It sounds like you don't think
you can continue to spend this
way—what do you think you could
do differently?
• What changes, if any, are you
thinking about making?
• What works for you when you do
budget and spend carefully? How
have you succeeded in the past?
• What do you see as your options or
next steps?
Because people are often most
receptive to their own ideas, eliciting self-advice from the client can
be highly motivating. Phrase these
questions tentatively, discussing what
the client "might consider" rather than
pushing for commitments. Then, after
the client requests it or you respectfully ask the client's permission, you
can offer advice based on professional
experience and expertise. Give advice
in a way that acknowledges the client's
ultimate control and decision-making.
In addition, the client will often need
help thinking through the obstacles to
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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their new behaviors and how to deal
with them.
Your role is as a supporter, guide, and
mentor. The outcome of the preparation phase should be a concrete plan
of action with clear goals and feasible
strategies for change.

The Client Noves into Action
The action stage is the one most advisers
love, because change is clearly happening and problem-solving strategies come
to the forefront with a motivated client.
You should explicitly ask how to be
helpful as the client works on the new
spending behaviors, becoming a partner
and collaborator working with the client
to achieve their goals. As the client
implements the plan, it can be helpful
to periodically summarize the client's
financial goals and the steps to achieve
these goals.
As clients take financial actions such
as cutting up credit cards and saving
more, they will also be learning new
emotional behaviors such as allowing
spending urges to pass and finding new
ways to manage stress. They need to
learn how to handle those emotional
triggers that would normally initiate
an episode of overspending. Clients
need frequent check-ins about how
they are doing, bothfinanciallyand
emotionally. During these sessions, you
provide confirmation and support to
clients that they are on the right path to
achieve their goals. You can watch for
any renewed ambivalence and deepen
the client's commitment to action by
questions such as, "Is this what you
want to do?" Some clients will benefit
from writing out their plan or making
a public commitment by sharing their
decision with important people in their
lives. You should also acknowledge how
difficult the effort may be and offer
praise and encouragement. Meanwhile,
you and the client monitor the plan and
work together to adjust parts that may
need to be revised.

www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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Managing Relapse

The Ultimate Goal: Maintenance

The Stages-of-Change Model
recognizes relapse as a normal and
sometimes necessary part of the
change process. It is a rare person
who does not slip and regress to an
earlier stage. What is important is that
relapses not be viewed as failure but as
normal stumbling blocks on the path
to success. Just as mistakes are part of
learning any new behavior, relapses
reveal much-needed information about
what was not adequately anticipated,
what skills need special attention, and
what risks are most likely to derail this
individual client.

Even when the client has taken effective
action to control overspending, the path
forward may be neither smooth nor
straight. Clients will often miss their
old lifestyle and feel a pull toward old
spending behaviors. During the maintenance stage, clients need to consolidate
the gains they have made, building in
routines and methods to help sustain
their new lifestyle. They may also have
to develop techniques to deal with old
cues or new triggers for spending.

Relapse must be carefully assessed.
You can ask:
• How long and how hard did
you work to improve before the
relapse? What successes had you
achieved?
• Are you slipping because you don't
have the skills yet, or because you
have the skills but didn't use them?
Do you need new skills, or more
strategizing about how to stay on
track?
• Did you run into a situation that
you were unprepared for and need
to learn from?
• Were you gradually backsliding
before this occurred? In what
ways?
• What have you learned from this
relapse that can be helpful in the
future?
As the adviser, your efforts should
focus on helping the client get back to
action rather than falling into preparation, ambivalence, or (worst of all)
denial. Relapsing clients need help to
avoid excessive discouragement and to
recommit to their financial goals. You
too may need to keep these principles
in mind and not become too discouraged or frustrated. By normalizing the
relapse experience and focusing on
learning from it, both you and your
client can keep on track.

You should continue to be engaged
at this stage on a tapered schedule of
meetings. You will be more helpful than
you think in reinforcing the client's
efforts, praising success toward spending or saving milestones, and pointing
out benefits of the newfound financial
independence. A hidden benefit is that
you will be able to catch early signs of
relapse and step in with support and
education about the risks of relapse.

Tips for Using the Stages-of-Change Model
with Clients
From our experience, financial planners can expect reasonable progress
using this model with an individual
client within approximately 12 to
24 months of beginning the process.
Several tips may be useful to keep the
process moving. Teaching the stages
of change to the client at the start
can help build understanding and
acceptance of the client's experience.
Along the way, periodically assessing
and discussing where the client is in
the cycle can keep momentum going
and motivate the client toward the next
effort. Clients do not always fit neatly
into one stage, or they can seem to
cycle through stages within a severalmonth time span. You can sort through
any confusion by going back over the
model with the client to get his or her
sense of what is happening.
Many clients who are attempting
to leave addictive spending behind
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willingness to work on her overspending. Sharon asks Anna, "On a
scale of 1-10, how important is it for
you to change your spending patterns
in order to achieve your goals?" After
a moment, Anna replies, "I'm probably
A Client Example: Anna's Case
at a 6." Sharon briefly describes the
Anna Jenkins's career as a nurse
stages of change to Anna and reviews
anesthetist provides her with excellent
the Readiness Ruler with her (Figure 2).
income and flexibility for raising her
Sharon proposes that Anna might be in
two daughters. When her husband died
the
ambivalence phase: "You love nice
five years ago, Anna received $450,000
things
and enjoy trips with the girls, but
in life insurance proceeds plus his
you acknowledge you have no retireretirement plan. Anna spent freely on
ment, the cushion of the life insurance
special trips, renovation projects for
proceeds is gone, and you're likely to
her home, and cars for herself and her
repeat your mistakes with your upcomdaughters. As a result, she has not only
depleted the insurance proceeds but has ing inheritance." Sharon avoids making
judgmental statements or confronting
even remortgaged her home. Now with
Anna with facts, projections, and
a $640,000 inheritance soon to arrive
from her father's passing, Anna's brother arguments. Understanding Anna's
place on the Readiness Ruler helps
refers her to Sharon
Anderson, his financial Sharon manage her own frustrations
and plan realistically with her client.
adviser, in hopes of
This
approach allows Anna to think
finally stopping her
about her ambivalence; she becomes
overspending.
open to hearing about how she might
Anna shares her
address her overspending. They decide
fiÍAIong the way, periodically
financial history with
to meet again in a month to see where
assessing and discussing where
Sharon and articulates
Anna is with regard to her spending.
her goals: educate
the client is in the cycle can keep
Sharon offers to review Anna's current
her daughters, travel,
financial
status and her projected needs
momentum going and motivate the
and retire in her 60s.
to understand Anna's financial picture.
Recognizing the need to
client toward the next effort.55
After several meetings, the light bulb
be tactful about Anna's
goes on for Anna. She is amazed when
financial behaviors, Shashe recognizes the disparity between
ron begins with, "What
her reality and her goals. She admits,
do you enjoy about your
"I better get to work!" Anna is now
enough to halt progress during your lifestyle and spending?" Anna confides
in the preparation stage, wanting to
that she uses money to make herself
meetings
change but at a loss for how to go about
happy by having "best dressed" daughThe client admits to other ongoing
it. Sharon and Anna discuss "need to
ters, staying in nice accommodations,
addictive behaviors (substance
haves" compared to "nice to haves."
abuse, gambling, sex addiction) that and selecting "the perfect curtains."
When Sharon shows the graph of how
When Sharon asks, "Do you have any
go well beyond the overspending
an overspending episode mirrors an
concerns about spending?" Anna shares
The fighting between spouses or
addiction process, Anna breaks into
her worries about being a poor role
partners is so uncomfortable that
tears and says, "I never realized others
model for her daughters and retiring
you feel overwhelmed, or you are
went through the same thing." Sharon
worried about one or both partners' without enough savings. She admits
suggests they initially meet monthly to
she often feels ashamed walking by the
safety
create a budget and work together on
piano she bought that no one plays.
' The client shows signs of anxiety or
changing Anna's spending habits. Anna
Before
Sharon
agrees
to
work
with
depression that seem severe enough
agrees to the advisory engagement.
Anna as a client, she gauges Anna's
to require a professional's expertise

will disclose emotional issues you may
feel uncomfortable handling at times.
They may talk about family stresses, an
enabling spouse or parent, deep unhappiness they "medicate" by overspending,
or fears of losing status or relationships
based solely on materialism. The best
approach is to involve a mental health
therapist (not instead of your services
but in collaboration with your services)',
addressing the client's emotional issues
while still pursuing good financial strategies. Eor clients entrenched in denial,
willingness to work with a therapist is
a favorable signal that you might work
with them effectively later on.
Some indicators that a therapy referral may be needed include:
• The client discloses significant past
or present family issues painful
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If you are unsure whether to involve
a therapist, contact one to discuss the
situation with him or her for some
guidance and support.
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understanding the full change process
will take significant effort.
Anna moves into the action phase and
begins to develop new and appropriate
spending habits. Sharon celebrates
Anna's successes, reinforcing Anna's
desire to succeed. When Anna experiences setbacks such as a lavish Sweet 16
birthday party for her daughter, Sharon
puts this stumble into perspective by
reviewing the phenomenon of relapse.
By two years from thefirstmeeting,
Anna is staying within her spending
limits, contributing to her 401(k),
and managing her father's inheritance
prudently in a long-term investment
account. Anna and Shtiron meet less
frequently in the third year but keep
the spending and budget issues front
and center. Not only does Anna take
pride in her new approach to managing
money, she takes on a new role with
her own daughters—teaching them
how to befinanciallyresponsible adults
themselves.

Summary and Conclusion
Accurate assessment of a client's
readiness for change leads to useful
techniques and expectations as the
client struggles to undo dysfunctional
spending habits. With this knowledge,
you can shift from frustrated helplessness to skillful effectiveness with some
of your most vexing clients. The payoffs
are many:
• Recognition for both you and the
client that the earliest stages of
change can be part of a potentially
fruitful process rather than a permanent condition of hopelessness
• Better recognition of which clients
are ready and likely to change, and
which clients are not
• Better allocation of resources to
those clients most able to profit
from thefinancialplanning process
• Better client relationships with
fewer push-pull power struggles
• Better client satisfaction because
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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of the perception you are understanding, empathetic, and helpful
rather than irritated, frustrated, or
condescending
• Greater effectiveness helping
clients move along the change
spectrum
Financial professionals who embrace
the Stages-of-Change Model may find
not only new techniques for helping
clients but new energy to approach the
difficult area of client overspending.
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